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NAME

EMAIL

CONTACT

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod 788-8959
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale, Gerry Soogrim, Michelle

Date:
6 Dec 2014

Site:
Blackjack Marine

Hares:
Betty, Joanne, Enrique, Colin

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600
Girod

Scribe:
H

On a hot glorious day we met at Blackjack Marine. Be there
early as the run starts at 3:45PM Colin had warned, and to our
surprise he called "Hash, Hash" at 3:45PM!! He finally gets
timing on his last run!!
The Hares were Colin, Betty, Enrique and Joanne, and a
medium sized pack set off along the Chaguaramas Road.
After a little to'ing and fro'ing and some Hare guidance, we
managed to find the trail and set off into the hills. Were
there hills? Yes. Were there roads? Yes. Were there river
beds? Yes a plenty, but fortunately the river beds were all
dry due to a lack of recent rain. "ON, ON" this way and that
way until in one river bed there was a call, "Bees!! This is
always guaranteed to give the pack a necessary boost! There
were some bites (stings, bees don't bite!) to be had, but nothing serious. Betty was on hand to steer the
pack back from what was actually a false trail, and "ON, ON" once more. More river beds, this time
skirting round/through an army base. We saw no troops
and heard no gunshots so all was well. Several trails and
false trails later we emerged in a nice, pretty open
clearing, meeting up with the walkers yet again. There
were Hashers here and Hashers there all trying to find
the trail before we were "ON, ON" once more. Slower
trails followed with calls of "this is a hike", "this is too
slow", and of course "let's have some running"!! No beer
stop on this run, but the scenery as always was great
even if a little industrial at times. Eventually we came
out on the Chag Road for an eastwards "ON IN" jog to
finish, by now a little cooler.
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Colin called the "Down-Downs" as soon as the last
person was in, was this another first at the end of his
reign I thought, a point voiced by another Hasher. The
toast to the Hares saw Colin as the slowest to finish his
beer and Betty the fastest! (Note to self - don't let
the truth get in the way of a good story.) We had some
lovely newbies and some chaps (not so pretty!) next and
eventually got a shirtless poofter!!
No excuses
accepted for it being warm and wanting to show off his
six pack! This was all complimented by Veg Rice, Pigeon
Peas, Christmas Salad, Chicken or Fish, and lots of
beer. (The bar was temporarily out of cups for the
hard stuff!)
The Christmas Party followed and after much beer, thanks to the lady HASHERS who pitched in, we had
the Award, Gift Giving & Handover Ceremony. Rasta Santa didn't want to risk Chick V but the Christmas
Fairy did appear to host the gifts and awards. From a thank you to Bernard for letting letting the Hash
frequent his Gasparee Island Home, to chat up line suggestions for the
poor luckless Homie, Sheldon who it was alleged did not have much
success in Tobago. Kim got a list of eligible 'single' men of which Colin
was the top name, though Ronald tried to turn the list upside down,
assuming he had made the bottom of the list. How wrong he was as I am
assured that he did not even make the short list! And of course it
would be a shame not to mention Devon's big panty gift! Colin ended his
reign by handing over to his ASS Alan, who after some personal
deliberations had chosen Richard Marley as his ASS, and future
Hashmaster.
"The party now start!!" There were Hash sandwiches and the dancing
girls laid down some "WASA Whining" that may have been captured on
video. (Note to self- get a copy on You Tube!!). We had to get more
beer, to refuel even more dancing by which time we started to have
casualties including "is there a doctor in the house!" for an unconscious Hasher. Eventually, even the DJ
had used up all his electricity, but the Hashers continued the car park lime into the wee hours. ON, ON!!.
Enviro-Corner
Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose
Responsibly. - Reduce | Reuse | Recycle| We’re all in this together!
BLACK BAGS – General Litter |
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BLUE BAGS – Plastics |

YELLOW BAGS - Metals
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